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Project/Thesis/Dissertation/SAT Problems offered for First Semester 2021-22 
 

• Question Answering System (QAS) for Online Services 
1. Developing a Question Answering System to find precise and relevant answers to a given 

textual question. 
2. Improving the accuracy of Visual Question Answering System (VQA) that can read text from 

the normal and document images-to help the visually impaired people and for better navigation 
system. 

3.  Developing a Multi-Modal Question answering system to answer questions based on both 
images and text. 

4. Building a Context Based QA Model- Techniques to help model better discern the context of 
words in search queries.  

5. Implement the QAS system for discussion forum and FAQ for large scale online course 
6. Generating the recommended list of similar questions and answers for the user query by 

applying deep learning techniques. 
7. Building Chabot with Rasa Framework and IBM Watson Framework.  
8. Question Answering Mobile App and Web Application (Chabot)  
 
• FAKE NEWS DETECTION (FND) 

1. Fake News Detection by combining sub-tasks such as Deception Detection, Stance Detection related 
to Controversy and Polarization, Automated Fact-Checking for a completely fake news detection 
architecture. 
2. Fake News Early Detection by considering the timeliness of the ground truth such as the 
technologies related to the dynamic Knowledge Graph(KG) construction should be developed to 
facilitate the timely updates of the ground truth and by taking the concept of Feature Compatibility, 
one can consider the commonalities' in the deceptive writing styles across topics. 
3. Fake News Detection using the concept of Unsupervised based Models such as Cluster analysis; 
Outlier analysis can be the done by considering fake articles as outliers. 
4. Fake News Detection using the concept of Cross-domain Analysis by considering different cross 
domains such as different topic wise, website wise and different languages to get the deeper 
understanding. 
5. Fake News Detection by leveraging the concept of News Post Relationships and Echo- Chamber 
Effects by considering group of people having the same understanding for any social issue or aspect 
such as political echo chamber. 
6. Fake News Detection by building a Multilingual FND model using the Low-resource languages 
such as Indian Languages: Hindi, Bengali etc. 
7.  Fake News Detection by implementing the Context based FND model by considering the context 
level features such as User based features and Network based features. 
8. To investigate false visual images in social media and multi model systems that contains both the 
textual and image based content. 

 
Project :" Customer Behavior Analysis" 
1. Customer Identification by his voice. To reduce any fraud...Banks, online shopping etc. 
2. How does a customer behave when he/she is faced with a challenge with the product? 
3. Analyse the customer feedback about any product. 



4. Visual analysis of the CCTV Footage in the shopping mall etc. 
5. Help the customer to resolve his issue if the company has handled the similar/same problem 
earlier etc. 
 
• Natural Language Processing Tools for Indian Languages  
       Participation in Various Challenging Task for Natural Language Processing Tasks 
 
• Design and Implementation of Real-time Identity Detection System for Surveillance- Image 
and Video Processing 
 
 
• Title: Research Trends in Collaborative Software Development: A survey of the literature 

and classification 
Description: Develop a secondary study report on primary literature published in the area of 
Collaborative Software Development 
Key area: Secondary Research, Systematic Review, Collaborative Software Development 
 

• Title: Using JavaRelationshipGraphs (JRG) for plagiarism detection in Java Projects 
Description: The project aims to detect plagiarism in Java projects by converting Java 
projects into dependency graphs and additional graphs using JRG framework.  
Key area: Plagiarism detection, dependency graphs, graph comparison 
 

• Title: Developing Chatbot for facilitating Collaborative Software Development 
Description: The project aims to develop a chatbot, as Eclipse Plugin, that provides 
information to collaborative developers about activities of the other developers through a 
verbal interface.  
Key area: Collaborative Software Development, NLP, Eclipse Plugin, Java/Python 

 
  Application Development (Lab Oriented Projects) 
 
• BITS Notice Board Portal 
• BITS Website Development Project 
 

 
Please fill your academic details by 30th March, 2021 for SOP/ LOP /Thesis 
 
Please fill your interest at https://forms.gle/E1BK3s1rwjZhpdjb6 

  
 
http://www.bits-pilani.ac.in/pilani/computerscience/WebIntelligenceandSocialComputingLab 
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